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1 Idea
CentiBiN allows the centrality analysis of given networks. The networks and the computed centrality measures can be visualised in a graphical user interface. Computed
centrality values can be exported easily and used, for example, within R [19] for further
analysis.
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2 Graphical User Interface

A network under analysis is shown in the left part of the window. In the top right
the major properties of the network are displayed. Centrality values of the vertices are
shown in the middle on the right side. A birds eye view of the network is shown in the
bottom right area.
Vertices can be selected in the list on the right to highlight them within the network
view on the left side.
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3 File Formats
CentiBiN supports different file formats for reading and writing networks.

3.1 Reading network files
CentiBiN is able to read networks in the Pajek .net format (see 3.3.1), DIPs tab separated files (see 3.3.4), Adjacency matrixes given in text files (see 3.3.2) and the GraphML
file format (see 3.3.3). To load a network select the menu entry File/Load Network or
press the keyboard shortcut Control-o.

3.2 Writing network files
CentiBiN is able to write networks into the Pajek .net format (see 3.3.1), a text file
containing the adjacency matrixes (see 3.3.2) and the .dot format (see 3.3.5). To save
a network select the menu entry File/Save Network or press the keyboard shortcut
Control-s.

3.3 Network file formats
In the following sections the network file formats supported by CentiBiN are described.

3.3.1 Pajek network files
Pajek [3] is a program for network analysis by Vladimir Batagelj and Andrej Mrvar.
For this program a file format for the representation of networks is specified. As
the format is very simple we give a short example here. More information about the
.net file format is available for example in the Pajek First Steps (http://vlado.fmf.unilj.si/pub/networks/pajek/howto/FirstSteps.PDF). Please note that directed edges are
specified after the “arcs” section and undirected edges after the “edges” section.
*Vertices 4
1 "Eins"
2 "Zwei"
3 "Drei"
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4 "Vier"
*Arcs
1 2
2 3
*Edges
3 4

3.3.2 Adjacency matrixes in text files
Networks can be specified as adjacency matrices. CentiBiN can read such a matrix from
a file if the file contains exactly n rows containing n columns. Each column has to
contain either a 0 or a 1. If the matrix is symmetric, then a graph containing undirected
edges is constructed and in case of an asymmetric matrix a graph containing directed
edges (“arcs”) is constructed.
0
0
0
0

1
0
0
0

0
1
0
1

0
0
1
0

Additionally, labels may be included in the first column and first row. They will be
used as vertex labels by CentiBiN:
"A"
"A"
"B"
"C"
"D"

"B"
0 1
0 0
0 0
0 0

"C" "D"
0 0
1 0
0 1
1 0

3.3.3 GraphML files
The GraphML file format is a XML based graph file format. We do not described this file
format in this document and instead refer to the GraphML (http://graphml.graphdrawing.org) web
page.
<?xml version="1.0" encoding="UTF-8"?>
<graphml xmlns="http://graphml.graphdrawing.org/xmlns"
xmlns:xsi="http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema-instance"
xsi:schemaLocation="http://graphml.graphdrawing.org/xmlns
http://graphml.graphdrawing.org/xmlns/1.0/graphml.xsd">
<graph id="G" edgedefault="directed">
<node id="n1"/>
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<node id="n2"/>
<node id="n3"/>
<node id="n4"/>
<edge id="e1" directed="true" source="n1" target="n2"/>
<edge id="e2" directed="true" source="n2" target="n3"/>
<edge id="e3" directed="false" source="n3" target="n4"/>
</graph>
</graphml>

3.3.4 DIP tab separated files
The Database of Interacting Proteins (DIP [21]) provides text files specifying interactions
between proteins. These files can be downloaded from the DIP web page and imported
into CentiBiN. As the file format is specific to DIP we do not explain it in this document.

3.3.5 DOT files
Graphviz [1] is an open source graph visualisation system. This system uses a file format
called DOT files. We do not explain this format in this document and refer to the web
page instead (The DOT Language (http://www.graphviz.org/doc/info/lang.html)).
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4 Network Generators
CentiBiN provides methods for the generation of random networks based on five different
algorithms such as Kleinberg’s small-world generator[16] and the Barabási-Albert scalefree generator[2]. These networks can be analysed and visualised and may be used as
reference models.
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5 Implemented Centralities
Centralities are used to rank elements of a given network. Currently CentiBiN supports
vertex and graph centralities. A vertex centrality assigns values to vertices. We use the
convention that a high centrality value is assigned to the “central” vertices according to
the centrality under investigation. Graph centralities are not further described in this
user guide.

5.1 Preconditions for Centralities
Some of the centrality measures implemented in CentiBiN require that the network is
connected, loop free, contains no parallel edges or is not “mixed”, i.e., has only directed
or undirected edges and not both.

5.1.1 Connected Network
A network is connected if every two vertices are connected by a path. A path is a chain
of edges. Therefore a network is connected if we can “walk” from every vertex to every
other vertex.
For networks with directed edges the direction of edges has to be considered. That
means, that the we can “walk” only on the direction of the edge. If all vertices of
a network containing directed edges are connected to each other on a path, then this
network is called strong connected.

5.1.2 Loop Free Network
Loops are edges that connect a vertex to itself. Some of the centralities implemented in
CentiBiN require that the network is loop free.

5.1.3 Parallel Edges
Between two vertices more than one edge may exist. This additional edge is usually
not considered by the computation of centralities. Therefore CentiBiN can compute
centralities only on network that are “simple”.
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5.1.4 Mixed Network
A network is called mixed if it contains both undirected and directed edges.

5.2 Vertex Centralities
CentiBiN supports the following vertex centralities for undirected networks: Degree,
Eccentricity, Closeness, Radiality, Centroid Value, Stress, Shortest-Path Betweenness,
Current-Flow Closeness, Current-Flow Betweenness, Katz Status Index, Eigenvector
Centrality, Hubbell Index, Bargaining Centrality, PageRank, HITS Hubs, HITS Authority, Closeness Vitality
CentiBiN supports the following vertex centralities for directed networks: In-Degree,
Out-Degree, Eccentricity, Closeness, Radiality, Centroid Value, Stress, Shortest-Path
Betweenness, Katz Status Index, Eigenvector Centrality, Hubbell Index, Bargaining
Centrality, PageRank, HITS Hubs, HITS Authority, Closeness Vitality

5.2.1 Definitions of the Centralities
Let G = (V, E) be a undirected or directed, (strong) connected graph with n = |V |
vertices. deg(v) denotes the degree of the vertex v in an undirected graph. deg- (v) and
deg+ (v) denote the in- and out-degree in the directed case. dist(v, w) is the length of
a shortest path between the vertices s and t. σst denote the number of shortest paths
from s to t and σst (v) the number of shortest path from s to t that use the vertex v. A
denotes the adjacency matrix of the graph G. Please note: References are given only for
convenience and are not complete. For a more detailed description and further references
please see [17] and for algorithms on computing some of the centralities given see [12].

5.2.2 Degree
Cdeg (v) := deg(v)
For directed graphs in- and out-degree is used.

5.2.3 Eccentricity
Cecc (v) :=

1
max{dist(v, w) : w ∈ V }

[10]
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5.2.4 Closeness
Cclo (v) := P

w∈V

1
dist(v, w)

[20]

5.2.5 Radiality
P

+ 1 − dist(v, w))
n−1
∆G is the diameter of the graph G, defined as the maximum distance between any two
vertices of G [24].
Crad (v) :=

w∈V (∆G

5.2.6 Centroid Value
Ccen (v) := min{f(v, w) : w ∈ V \ {v}}
Where f (v, w) := γv (w)−γw (v) and γv (w) denotes the number of vertices that are closer
to v than to w [23].

5.2.7 Stress
Cstr (v) :=

X

X

σst (v)

s6=v∈V t6=v∈V

[22]

5.2.8 S.-P. Betweenness
Cspb (v) :=

X

X

δst (v)

s6=v∈V t6=v∈V

δst (v) :=

σst (v)
σst

[8]

5.2.9 C.-F. Closeness
n−1
t6=v pvt (v) − pvt (t)

Ccf c (v) := P

Where pvt (t) equals the potential difference in an electrical network [7].
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5.2.10 C.-F. Betweenness
Ccf b (v) =

X
1
τst (v)
(n − 1)(n − 2)
s,t∈V

Where τst (v) equals the fraction of electrical current running over vertex v in an electrical
network [7].

5.2.11 Katz Status
Ckatz :=

∞
X

αk (AT )k~1

k=1

Where α is a (positive) scaling factor [14].

5.2.12 Eigenvector
λCeigenvector = ACeigenvector
The eigenvector to the dominant eigenvalue of A is used [4].

5.2.13 Hubbell index
~ + W Chubbell
Chubbell = E
~ is some exogeneous input and W is a weight matrix derived from the adjancancy
Where E
matrix A [11].

5.2.14 Bargaining
Cbargain := α(I − βA)−1 A~1
Where α is a scaling factor and β is the influence parameter [5].

5.2.15 PageRank
Cpagerank = dP Cpagerank + (1 − d)~1
Where P is the transition matrix (P := D+ A) and d is the damping factor (d ∈ [0, 1])
[18].

5.2.16 HITS-Hubs
Chubs = ACauths
Assuming Cauths is known [15].
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5.2.17 HITS-Authorities
Cauths = AT Chubs
Assuming Chubs is known [15].

5.2.18 Closeness-vitality
Cclv (v) := WI(G) − WI(G \ {v})
Where WI(G) is the Wiener index of the graph G [17].

5.3 Graph Centralities
Additional to the vertex centralities 5.2 three graph centralities are supported by CentiBiN. The centralities can be computed via the Graph Centralities menu and are displayed in a separate dialog.
The following graph centralities are implemented in this version of CentiBiN:
• Graph Diameter
• Wiener Index
• Average Distance

5.4 Centrality Vectors
CentiBiN supports reading and writing of Pajek vectors containing centrality values.
This file may then be used in other tools, e.g. Pajek, for further analysis of the network.
Additionally, writing to a tabbed separated file format is supported.

5.4.1 .vec File Format
The Pajek .vec file format is supported. This file format specifies the number of vertices
in the first line and the values for each vertex in the following n lines.
*Vertices 4
1.5
2.5
1.5
0.5
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5.4.2 Tabbed Separated File Format
The computed centrality value can be exported into a file with a header line and n lines.
Every line contains the position, the label of the vertex and the centrality value. The
columns are separated by a tab stop.
Position VertexLabel Value
1 25 12.0
2 3 11.0
3 1 7.0
4 8 6.0

5.5 Analysing Centrality Vectors with R
To load a centrality vector of the tsv file into R ([19]) use the following commands:
centralityVector <- read.table ("centralityVector.vec", skip=1)$V1
centralityVector
max (centralityVector)
centralityTable <- read.table ("centralityTable.tsv", header=TRUE, row.names=2)
centralityTable
max(centralityTable$Value)

5.6 Plotting the Distribution of Centrality Values
CentiBiN supports two plots for the centrality values: the distribution of centrality
values and a histogram of centrality values. The following figures show both features.
The context menu available via the right mouse button provides several operations
like zooming into the plot or saving the plot to a file.
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6 Layout
CentiBiN offers five different layout algorithms for networks, reaching from simple circular to more advanced force directed layouts[13, 9]. Depending on the network, one or
the other layout method results in a better visualisation.
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7 Cleanup Operations
The “Utilities” menu contains several cleanup operations for the given network.
Some of these operations change the internal structure of the network and require that
the network is saved to a file and reloaded afterwards. Only after performing a reload
all internal data structures are rebuild correctly and centralities should be computed for
the modified network.

7.1 Remove Loops
the Removes existing self loop from the network. Self loops are edges that connect a
vertex to itself.

7.2 Remove Parallel Edges
Removes existing parallel edges from the network. In case of an undirected network at
most one edge between two vertices may exist. In case of a directed network at most
two (directed) edges may exist between two vertices, one edge for each of the possible
directions.

7.3 Reduce to Giant Component
Several centrality measure require that the network is connected. This operation reduces
the network to the largest connected component. In the case of a directed network the
largest strong connected component is used.

7.4 Transform into Directed Network
The given network is transformed into a network containing only directed edges. All
existing directed edges are copied and all existing undirected are transformed into two
anti-parallel directed edges.
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7.5 Transform into Undirected Network
The given network is transformed into a network containing only undirected edges.
All existing undirected edges are copied and all existing directed are transformed into
undirected edges. In the case of two anti-parallel directed edges only one undirected is
created.

7.6 Prepare for Centralities – Directed
This operation performs the following step:
1. Removal of existing self loops (7.1)
2. Removal of existing parallel edges (7.2)
3. Reduction to the giant component (7.3)
4. Transformation into a directed network (7.4)
Only steps that are necessary for the given network are performed.

7.7 Prepare for Centralities – Undirected
This operation performs the following step:
1. Removal of existing self loops (7.1)
2. Removal of existing parallel edges (7.2)
3. Reduction to the giant component (7.3)
4. Transformation into an undirected network (7.5)
Only steps that are necessary for the given network are performed.
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8 Options
The “Option” menu allows the activation of the automatic refresh of the birds eye view
in the bottom right corner of the window and the activation of the tool tip system
for vertices. Both features decrease the performance of CentiBiN and are therefore
deactivated.
Additionally, the maximal size of graphs that shall be displayed can be adjusted in
this menu. Graph of larger size can still be analysed but the graph visualisation is slow
for larger graphs, therefore we suggest to disable the visualisation of graphs with several
thousand vertices.
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9 Getting more Help
CentiBiN is a ongoing project. Therefore do not hesitate to contact the author with
questions, comments or bug reports.
Dirk Koschützki
koschuet@ipk-gatersleben.de
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10 CentiBiN License
CentiBiN is available free of charge.

10.0.1 Disclaimer of Warranties
You acknowledge and agree that the use of CentiBiN is at your sole risk and that the
entire risk as to satisfactory quality, performance, accuracy and effort is with you. It
can not be guaranteed, that the functions contained in this software will meet your
requirements, that the operation of CentiBiN will be uninterrupted or error-free, or that
defects in the software will be corrected.
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